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E46 M3 SMG to Manual Conversion – Lang Racing Development
The E46 M3 had a couple major issues, one of the lesser ones is the SMG gearbox. The hydraulic pump often
fails resulting in a costly repair. If this happens to a car you own it often make sense to convert the car to a
manual rather than fix the SMG unit.

BMW Track Car | eBay
The underbody is in good condition as is the engine bay. There's a six point roll cage form Safety Devices with
x-cross door bars and Sparco Rev seats with 6 point harnesses to hold you in place.

BMW E46
About this Wiki. The E46 Wiki should be used as a tool to help all E46 owners. The greatest feature of the Wiki
is that anyone with an account on Bimmerfest has the ability to edit it.

Phantom M3: The Best BMW They Never Built
This car is really close to what someone could call 'textbook perfection'. I am guessing that the 20inch wheels
are a necessity to clear the 380mm discs, but from an aesthetic standpoint, 19inch BBS FI wheels would look
more appealing together with the OEM BMW badges instead of the black ones (bonnet and trunk).

Track Day Cars Road Legal for sale with PistonHeads
Looking for Track Day Cars Road Legal? Find your ideal second hand Track Day Cars Road Legal from top
dealers and private sellers in your area with PistonHeads Classifieds.

BMW Complete Diagnostic Fault Code List [E36, E46, E90 and ...
I’ve been reviewing online more than 10 hours today for calgary professional painters & BMW Complete
Diagnostic Fault Code List [E36, E46, E90 and more] , yet I never found

e38.org BMW 7
E38.org is the source for sharing knowledge and information about enjoying, caring for, maintaining, repairing
and owning the BMW e23, e32 and e38 7-series automobiles.

2006 BMW M5 (for Europe ) specs review
All specifications, performance and fuel economy data of BMW M5 (373 kW / 507 PS / 500 hp), edition of the
year 2006 for Europe , including acceleration times 0-60 mph, 0-100 mph, 0-100 km/h, 0-200 km/h, quarter

mile time, top speed, mileage and fuel economy, power-to-weight ratio, dimensions, drag coefficient, etc.

BMW Fault Codes and Their Meaning
Contributed by: drex 00110170 E34/E38 M60B30 Secondary air shutoff valve 00110171 E31/32/34/38 M60
automatic USA piston ring wear detectors 00110174

EndTuning
BMW DME M1.1, M1.2, and M1.3 The BMW DME M1.1 (and similar, 1.2 and 1.3) is an early Bosch
Motronic ECU, used on all of the 6 Cylinder BMWs up until 1990, and a few more after that.

